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Principal’s Foreword
Whilst the rules surrounding the formation of ‘Christmas bubbles’ may be complex; the
intention is clear and simple. Christmas is a time for families to come together and the
five-day relaxation in the restrictions should allow this to happen.
In a year where the opportunities for social interaction have been so limited it is
worth reflecting on how lucky we are at Lincoln UTC … lucky to be part of a learning
community that genuinely feels like an extended family. Lincoln UTC is smaller than
most schools and we get to know every one of our students on an individual basis
and in a way that we couldn’t if we were a larger setting. The relationships that exist
between staff and students are uniquely positive. We have had to put a number of
precautionary measures in place to keep everyone safe through the pandemic but we
haven’t allowed it to compromise the experience for our students or the atmosphere in
the college. It has been and continues to be a real tonic to come to work and leave the
worries of the world behind.
2020 has been a year in which Lincoln UTC’s reputation and popularity have increased.
In September we welcomed 110 new year 10 students, the largest cohort we have ever
had. We feel that our ‘family’ is now pretty much the perfect size. We took the decision,
after consultation, to reduce the college’s admissions number. Historically we have
had nominal capacity to accept up to 160 new students each year. Going forward, the
college has set a maximum number of 120 in each year group. That family feeling is
precious and we don’t ever want to lose it by growing too large. Despite the lockdown
and the cancellation of our open evenings, the number of applications for September
2021 is already up on previous years. We’re not quite at the maximum of 120. There are
still a few places left but it does look like we will be full next year and, sadly, we may
have to turn some students away.
If you are interested in one of the remaining opportunities for either year 10 or year
12 give us a call. We are still offering individual tours (socially distanced). We are also
hosting an open day on Tuesday 5th January. Places on the open day are limited due to
our Covid precautionary measures and need to be booked in advance. Bookings may
be made via the college website.
John Morrison
Principal
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Lincoln’s Little Heroes
Facebook group ‘Lincoln’s Little Heroes’ has been raising funds to enable a socially
distanced visit from Father Christmas for local children undergoing treatment for
cancer.
George and Maree Clark were inspired to make the group so that families could have
the opportunity to experience some Christmas magic and create a precious festive
memory. George said: “2020 has been an extremely difficult year for families with
children fighting cancer and has required long periods of shielding and isolation.
Recently my 3-year-old son, who is currently receiving treatment for stage 4 kidney
cancer, said that he was looking forward to seeing Father Christmas. I realised that a
number of children in the local area would be unable to enjoy this festive experience
and decided to do something about that. Our intention is to raise funds to have Father
Christmas visit the children at home and deliver a present.”
Mr Clifton and Jack (Y13) worked together to make personalised reindeer decorations
to donate for all of the children. We would like to say a big thank you to Chris Sharp
Cabinets for donating the wood free of charge.
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December Fundraising
Every December Lincoln UTC selects a couple of local charities to support through our
Christmas fundraising.
This year we chose to collect donations for a local food bank, Lincoln Community
Larder, which aims to relieve poverty in the Lincoln area through the provision of
basic food and amenities to those in need of short-term help. We asked students and
parents to support our reverse advent calendar by bringing in a different item everyday
throughout December, and we received a huge amount of donations.
On Friday 11th December students and staff also took part in a Christmas jumper day to
raise funds for the Nomad Trust, which provides emergency access accommodation to
those in need. The donation was a minimum of £1 to wear a Christmas jumper and we
raised over £150 for the charity.
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January Open Event
Students in year 9 and year 11 can now apply to join Lincoln’s only specialist college for
science and engineering in September 2021. On Tuesday 5th January the UTC will open
its doors to prospective families between 10am-4pm.
Principal of Lincoln UTC, John Morrison, said: “Under ordinary circumstances we look
forward to welcoming a large number of families into the UTC for various Open Events
throughout the year. Staff and students alike are proud to be part of the UTC and
thoroughly enjoy sharing that passion with visitors.
However, to maintain the safety of everyone involved our January Open Day will be very
different to previous events. Hourly time slots are extremely limited and will be offered
on a first come first served basis to ensure that social distancing can be maintained at
all times. Face masks will be compulsory and visitors will follow a clear route around the
building to avoid congestion.
The best way for prospective students to find out more about the UTC is to visit and it
is important that they still have the chance to do this prior to applying to join us. We
are not selective, but we are not for everyone. The UTC provides a unique opportunity
to study a highly specialist STEM curriculum and is very different from an ‘ordinary’
secondary school.”
Sign up for the event here https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/january-open-daytickets-124702473455
If you are unable to make this date we are currently offering all prospective applicants
the opportunity to come into the UTC for a personal tour during the school day, to
book please email admissions@lincolnutc.co.uk or call 01522 775990.
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UK Maths Trust Challenge
We are so proud of all the students that participated in the UK Senior Mathematics
Challenge this term.
Congratulations to Harry, Benjamin, and Jacob (Y12), Rudi and Kati (Y13), for achieving
bronze awards, and to Mark, Anthony, Joseph and Ben (Y13) for achieving silver awards.

Mr Maffesanti’s Maths Problem
PR and QS are the diagonals of a
rhombus PQRS of area 11 cm2
PR = (3x+2) cm and QS=(8-2x)
cm
What is the difference, in cm,
between the two possible lengths
of PR?
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Y11 Next Steps
Over the coming months we will be encouraging all of our year 11 students to begin
planning for the future and considering their options for next steps after completing
their GCSE examinations. Most of our year 11 students choose to stay at Lincoln UTC
for their sixth form studies but, each year, some of our students will move on into an
apprenticeship or a vocational route of study at another college.
The Lincoln UTC sixth form was graded ‘outstanding’ by Ofsted in June 2019.
Achievement is consistently well above that made by other students nationally and
our year 13 leavers continue to be very successful in securing their desired place at
university or in industry.
Over the last four years Lincoln UTC has had the highest A Level progress scores of any
school or college in Lincolnshire on three occasions. (In 2018, when we weren’t at the
very top, we were ranked fourth out of 42 A Level providers.) Last year, the pass rate in
engineering was 100% with 50% of students achieving triple distinction grades.
If your child is in Y11 and wishes to remain at the UTC for their post-16 study they should
create an account and complete an application online at https://lincolnutc.applicaa.
com/4 as soon as possible. Questions about option choices should be forwarded to Mr
Little (Head of KS5) by email at rlittle@lincolnutc.co.uk.

Y13 Next Steps
This term Mr Little has been working with all of our Y13 students who wish to apply
for university next year. Those applying to Oxford/Cambridge, or to study veterinary,
medical or dentistry courses have already submitted their applications.
The next deadline for UCAS applications is the 15th of January. This is important as it is
the equal consideration date. All courses have to treat applications on an equal basis up
until this date. After this date universities can end course admissions for certain courses
and do not have to consider additional applications.
A Level Results Day is Tuesday 24st August 2021. Students should make sure that they
are available on this date to collect results from the UTC.
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Student Blog
Our very first student blog has been written by Y12 student Edward Pitts-Drake.
“My name is Edward, and I joined year 10 at Lincoln UTC in September 2018 because
I was ready for a more mature learning environment. At 14 I was already focused on
pursuing a future career in science, and I wanted my studies to be geared towards this
path.
In comparison to my previous school, being a student at the UTC is a very different
experience. Most importantly I have found that the relationships I have built with my
teachers are much more positive and supportive, because they have the time and
resources to get to know every student individually. We have all chosen to be at the
UTC and as a result the environment is calm and purposeful.
The highlight of my time at the UTC so far has been participating in the Royal Navy
Engineering Challenge. During project-based learning sessions and after school we
worked in teams towards an engineering brief set by the Navy, and then travelled
to Portsmouth for an overnight stay on HMS Bristol before competing against other
schools at the naval station.
Since studying at the UTC I have grown in confidence and have been volunteering
with St John’s and East Midlands Ambulance Service. I am now a qualified EMT Level 2
Clinical Care Technician, and can administer CPR, basic life support, treat minor injuries
and administer oxygen.
In August 2020 I achieved a combination of 8s and 9s in my GCSEs, and I am now
studying A Levels in maths, chemistry, physics, and biology. For the last two years
I have always been treated as a young adult rather than a student; but attending
sixth form at the UTC is another step up in maturity as we are trusted with more
independence.
Looking forwards, once I finish
my A Levels I would like to go on
to study a degree in Paramedic
Science at university.”
Edward Pitts-Drake (Y12)
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UTC Graduate Story: Billy
Lincoln UTC has developed a close
relationship with local engineering firm
Fairfield Control Systems over the last five
years. In the past they have offered several
work placements to our students and
recruited three UTC alumni to join their
team. We recently caught up with Billy
Hanner, who attended the UTC from 20142016, to find out how he was getting on at
Fairfield’s...
“I have always been interested in how
things work and many of my close family
members are involved in the engineering
industry, so prior to starting at the UTC
I had already decided I wanted to follow
in their footsteps. I didn’t want to go
down the regular A-Level route at my
previous school and I was also aware
that apprenticeships in my local area
were very competitive, so studying at the
UTC looked like a fantastic opportunity
to develop my skills and help with the
ultimate goal of finding a job I would love.
Whilst I was in my final year the UTC invited a local engineering company, Fairfield
Controls Systems, to deliver a presentation about their apprenticeship scheme to
engineering students. Because I had already shown an interest in electrical engineering,
I was asked to greet the company representatives and help them set up for their
presentation. This connection was invaluable as when I subsequently applied for the
apprenticeship and was invited to interview the company representatives recognised
my name. I secured the apprenticeship as a direct consequence of the relationship I
formed with my employers whilst at the UTC.
I started at Fairfield’s as an Engineering Apprentice and spent time in the projects,
sales, servicing and commissioning departments. Once I had completed my
apprenticeship last year I was promoted into a full-time permanent role as an Electrical
Design Engineering specialising in automation within the projects department.
I was also sponsored by the company to further my qualifications through a 1-year part
time BEng degree course in Control and Automaton Engineering. There is no doubt
that I have achieved my goal of finding a job I love.”
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UTC Graduate Story: Chris
Ambitious UTC graduate Chris has just started his placement year whilst studying
Aerospace Engineering with Space Technology (MEng) at the University of
Hertfordshire. We recently caught up with him to see how he has been getting on…
“I attended the UTC from 2014 to 2018 and studied the STEM based GCSE curriculum
followed by A Levels in Mathematics, Computer Science, Physics and Engineering,
which provided me with a solid ground for further education. Aerospace engineering
involves studying standard mathematics and physics to apply this knowledge into the
design and analysis of aerospace systems. Most of the content within my first year
was familiar from four years of prior engineering study at the UTC, and skills like CAD
(Computer Aided Design) placed me ahead of my peers in terms of knowledge.
Work experience is crucial in the competitive engineering field and whilst at the UTC I
completed four placements. This experience was extremely valuable when searching for
a placement to facilitate my year in industry, a requirement of my degree. Due to the
varied experiences I have already had in the aerospace industry, I challenged myself to
complete a project management placement with BAE Systems to diversify my skillset,
which I am thoroughly enjoying.
I hope to complete an engineering summer placement at BAE between my 3rd and 4th
year, which would meet the requirements for the EngTech certification so that I can
add this to my CV. I also recently went solo with my flying and would like to achieve my
full licence, as it has been a great aid in understanding aircraft concepts as an engineer
from the pilot perspective. The plan is to be absolutely loaded with specialist and varied
experience when I graduate.
My aspirations for the future probably involve some difficult choices. I’d like to remain
within BAE throughout and after my degree, but I am also considering joining the RAF
as an engineering officer. I fully intend on completing a master’s degree and aspire to
continue my study to doctorate level one day at Cranfield University.”
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UTC Graduate Story: Ben
Lincoln UTC has always worked closely
with the armed forces. In Key Stage 4
students benefit from team building
and communication workshops with
the RAF at Wittering and Cranwell.
Students participating in the Royal Navy
Engineering Challenge will also travel
to Portsmouth and stay overnight on a
battleship at HMS Sultan.
Each year a selection of our leavers
choose to pursue a career in the forces,
and we recently caught up with a 2019
graduate, RAF Senior Aircraftman Ben,
to see how he was getting on...
“I have always been interested in
pursuing a career within the RAF, so
in 2017 I made the decision to join
Lincoln UTC because their links with the
armed forces and the specialist STEM
curriculum would help me to achieve this
goal. Whilst studying at the UTC I had
the opportunity to work with the RAF
during workshops both at college and
during trips to RAF bases, which gave
me a great insight into the career I was
heading for.
Following the completion of my GCSEs in 2019 I joined the RAF and completed phase
one training. In April 2020 I successfully completed phase two training and achieved
the SAC Luders Champion Shot Award for exceptional marksmanship on the course.
Once I had graduated, I was posted to 15 Squadron RAF Regiment and since joining I
have gained the rank of SAC (Senior Aircraftman).
I have already taken part in an introduction course to basic sniping and am looking
to become a qualified sniper in the future. I also hope to complete both the pre para
and jumps course to eventually become an Airborne Infantryman. Other ambitions of
mine include working with the Special Forces and going on tour to protect the country
overseas. There are many opportunities within the RAF and I am looking forward to my
future in the forces.”
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Term Dates 2021/22
Term 1
6th September - 15th October
Staff Training Days: 2nd & 3rd September
Holiday: 18th October – 29th October

Term 2
1st November – 17th December
Holiday: 20th December – 4th January
Staff Training Days: 4th January

Term 3
5th January – 11th February
Holiday: 14th February – 18th February

Term 4
21st February – 1st April
Holiday: 4th April – 18th April

Term 5
19th April – 27th May
Bank Holiday: 2nd May
Holiday: 30th May – 3rd June

Term 6
6th June – 20th July
Staff Training Days: 21st & 22nd July
Holiday: 21st July – 31st August
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